Bringing Housing to Houston
A mixed-use redevelopment is redefining Houston’s affordable housing scene

A landmark redevelopment project in a former railyard on the edge
of downtown Houston represents the city’s largest investment in
affordable housing to date.
The Zieben Group is developing the Residences at Hardy Yards with
the help of its partners, the Houston Housing Finance Corporation
and the City of Houston’s Housing and Community Development
Department.
Hardy Yards is a class A project which will bring 350 mixed-income
work force housing units to the market. It’s a product that hasn’t yet
been seen in Houston, says Lee Zieben, the firm’s President.
“It’s an opportunity to give people that make on average $45,000
a year, access to a higher quality class A workforce housing in
downtown Houston, where current market rents are at all-time highs,”
he says.
CLASS A COMMUNITY
The downtown location of Hardy Yards made it a desirable tract of
underutilized land in the Bayou City.
“There’s not a lot of large tracts of land available in or around
downtown Houston,” Zieben says. “This is a site that’s on the edge
of downtown, and also happens to be right on the newly extended
light rail line. It has great access to downtown, including several of
the major freeways.”
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The architecture of Hardy Yards will celebrate the site’s industrious
past.
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“This project is located on what used to be a 23-acre railroad
Additionally, the community’s rooftop clubhouse, located
yard site that the city of Houston has put significant time, on top of the seven-story parking garage, will feature
energy and funds into revitalizing,” Zieben says. “We’ve
various modern, urban features.
designed it around the theme of a railyard to preserve
some of that history.”
“It has an outdoor lounge area with an infinity pool
overlooking downtown,” Zieben says.
Some of the aesthetic elements of the development’s
design seamlessly blend in with the community’s history
Active residents will enjoy on-demand fitness classes,
and its present surroundings.
a horseshoe pit, volleyball court, dog park and a bike
storage room. The community is located close to the
“We’ve incorporated railroad ties, train tracks and a full
newly created hikeing and biking trails near the city’s
working clock tower, like you would see at a train station,” downtown.
Zieben says. “We worked with our architect to study rail
stations around the world as inspiration to come up with
BATTLING MARKET CONDITIONS
our theme.”
Bringing Hardy Yards to fruition required Zieben and his
team to diligently pursue the opportunity for several years.
The Zieben Group tapped the property management
company Greystar to handle the operations of Hardy Zieben says that despite broad support for Hardy Yards’
Yards. The firm will ensure it remains in compliance with
redevelopment, finalizing the construction’s cost has
the relevant affordable housing regulations.
proved time-consuming and challenging.
A variety of amenities will await Hardy Yards’ residents
upon the development’s completion. A concierge
service, trash pickup, home automation in the units and
a demonstration kitchen are just some of the unique
features the community will offer.
“The demonstration kitchen is a nice, upscale kitchen
where residents can have cooking classes and cooking
demonstrations with a back drop of the downtown
skyline,” Zieben says.
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“The idea came about in 2013, but with the project being
so large and complicated, it has taken a long time to get
off the ground,” he says.
Market conditions have also slowed the community’s $67
million development trajectory.
“We’ve seen some economic upswings and downturns,”
Zieben says. “When we started working on the idea, the
housing market was booming here in Houston, and then it

had a little bit of a downturn, but has now recovered.
We were fortunate enough to select Icon Construction
as a General Contractor, who has allowed us to work
closely with them in the bidding process.”
According to Zieben, damage to the city caused by
Hurricane Harvey will further complicate the project,
but the firm remains committed to seeing the
development through.

products that meet many different needs. Hardy
Yards represents Zieben Group’s largest development
effort to date and highlights the firm’s ability to
successfully execute every aspect of the development
process, from concept to lease up and stabilization.
Although Zieben came up with the initial concept,
he says, local leadership is playing a key role in its
implementation.

“We’re now in the hurricane, which could cause more
potential delays and changes in cost, which we will
work through” he says.

“The project would not have come to fruition without
having strong and reputable partners, such as the
Houston Housing Finance Corporation and the City
of Houston’s Housing and Community Development
Of The Residences at Hardy Yards’ 350 residential
Department,” he says. “They have played an active
class A units, 179 will be affordable workforce housing
role throughout the entire process and contributed
targeted to at Houstonians who earn $40,000- to many aspects of the project.”
$50,000 per year. The remaining 171 will be marketrate housing opportunities aimed at professionals
A diverse team of industry experts is responsible for
who work in and around downtown Houston.
Hardy Yards’ ultimate success.

Zieben Group is the perfect firm to tackle such a
monumental effort. The company is one of the region’s
up-and-coming affordable housing developers, and
it currently has roughly 1,000 residential units under
various stages of acquisition and development
throughout Texas and Arkansas.
The vertically integrated team has more than a
decade of experience creating high-quality housing

“I am also thankful to be working with an all-star team
of industry professionals,” Zieben says. “Such as our
architect Sanford Steinberg, designer Karen Kramer,
Cynthia Bast of Locke Lorde, George Littlejohn of
Novogradac, Stacy Hunt of Greystar, Stephen Rose
of Community Bank of Texas, Alan Birbeck of United
Structural Engineers, Shane Wilson of w [squared]
architects, and Chris Akbari of Icon Contractors.”
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